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Introduction 

How

Find the most 
similar artificial 
Brain to a rat in 
a motivational 

experiment

Implementation

Simulating 
number of 
brains, train 

and compare 
by the 

likelihood of 
action

Reinforcement 
learning

Artificial brain 
parameters 

that represent 
the rat physical 

brain

Deep Learning
method

OutcomesGoal

Help the 
researcher

understands 
how the brain 

works 
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The 
research
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Research Questions

How motivation affects learning?

How do rules learned under one motivation transferred under 
two different motivation?
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The Experimental Paradigm
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The 
Project
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Data Preparation & 
brain exploration

Investigation
Calculating the 
goodness-of-fit 
of artificial brain 

model

Implementation
fitting the 

simulation on 
real animal data
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Data Preparation & brain exploration

Explore the artificial brain and its 

parameters.

Generate the meaningful parameters 

to simulate the artificial brains.



Used Networks



Used Networks



Implementation - Fitting the simulation on real animal data
 

Implement the off-policy 

reinforcement learning method

by force the artificial brain to learn 

from the real animal data instead 

of learning by himself. 



Calculating the goodness-of-fit 

of each artificial brain on trial by 

trial basis, by calculating the 

likelihood (probability) of the 

action of the artificial to do the 

same action as the animal did. 

Investigation - comparing the goodness-of-fit of artificial brain



Results 



Results 



The most similar artificial Brain to a rat in a 

motivational experiment

❏ Learning Rate - 0.001

❏ Non-motivated reward - 0.3 

❏ Network - FullyConnectedNetwork 

❏ Brain Type - Consolidation Brain 

Conclusions 



Project SummaryReview the 
project code

Simulating 
Different brains 

by looping 
different 

parameters
Building DB for 
each animal in 
the Laboratory

Train the network 
by the animal 
actual actions

Evaluating each 
brain by their 

goodness of fit to 
the animal data



The team was an important part of the research, their 

contribution was the first and massive data analysis 

which is one of the most massive part of the research 

George Kour, research scientist, project moderator



Thank You!


